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We report a novel approach for preparation of polyoxometalate-based hybrid organogels from a triblock copolymer and phosphotungstic acid (HPW) via charge-induced assembly.
Polyoxometalate-based hybrid organogels prepared from a triblock copolymer via charge-driven assembly

Tao Zhang and Qipeng Guo*

We report a novel approach for preparation of polyoxometalate-based hybrid organogels from a triblock copolymer via charge-induced assembly. The triblock copolymer used is poly(4-vinyl pyridine)-block-poly(ethylene glycol)-block-poly(4-vinyl pyridine) (4VPₘ-EGₙ-4VPₘ), and polyoxometalate (POM) is phosphotungstic acid (HPW). The ionic interaction between the pyridine groups of the 4VPₘ-EGₙ-4VPₘ and HPW drives the assembly of the triblock copolymer to form solvophobic cores. The PEG middle blocks connect and stabilize the different cores to form hybrid organogels. The structures of POM remain unchanged in these hybrid organogels, and the properties of POMs can be preserved, which has been confirmed by the existence of photo-reduction properties of POM in the hybrid organogels.

Introduction

Polyoxometalates (POMs) are discrete inorganic transition-metal oxide clusters with distinct size, charge and shape,¹ and they have obtained widespread applications² because of their properties from photochromism,³ electrochromism,⁴ magnetism,⁵ catalysis⁶ to chirality.⁷ Most studies have been focused on the design and preparation of new POMs, and the growth of single crystals of POMs.¹,⁶ However, the processing of POMs directly is still challenging because of their inherently large anions.⁹ Considerable efforts have been made to build interfaces by modifying POMs for practical application.¹⁰⁻¹² The most applicable route to build bridges between POM and organic molecules are to modify POMs by covalent¹⁰⁻¹³ or non-covalent modifications.⁸⁻¹¹ Compared to covalent modification, non-covalent modification has advantages such as easier purification and higher yield. In the last few years, some nanostructures such as nanofibers,¹⁴ nanotubes,¹⁵ nanocones¹⁶ and nanosphers,¹⁶ have been developed from surfactants encapsulating POMs. Non-covalent modification is through dynamic interactions, which provide a fast and controllable approach for POMs processing. However, most of the assembled materials failed to become available.

Recently, POM-based hybrid gels have attracted considerable attention.¹⁶⁻¹⁷ Wan and co-workers reported hybrid hydrogels from POMs and triblock copolymers, and the luminescence of the POMs was successfully preserved in the hybrid hydrogels.¹⁶ Wang and co-workers reported hybrid organogels from POMs and surfactants, and the supramolecular organogels are an excellent platform for POMs processing.¹⁷ However, organogels from surfactants and POMs are only suitable for certain POMs with specific structures, which limits the wide applicability. In order to process POMs effectively, novel approaches with general applicability for processing and applications of POMs are still required.

We have recently demonstrated that co-assembly of a triblock ionomer and a diblock copolymer or polypropylenimine dendrimers can be an effective approach to fabricate three-dimensional networks in organic solvents, and the assembly is dynamic, which has been verified by the responsiveness of the organogels to external environment.¹⁸ Herein, we present a novel strategy for the preparation of block copolymer/POM hybrid organogels by charge-induced assembly. More specifically, hybrid organogels are prepared from a triblock copolymer, namely poly(4-vinyl pyridine)-block-poly(ethylene glycol)-block-poly(4-vinyl pyridine) (4VPₘ-EGₙ-4VPₘ), and Keggin type POM, phosphotungstic acid (H₄PW₁₂O₄⁰, denoted as HPW). Ionic interaction between POMs and polymers is quite common, and thus we believe this novel approach can be generally applied in the processing and applications of POMs materials.

Experimental

Preparation of hybrid organogels. Hybrid organogels were obtained by neutralization of the triblock copolymer, 4VPₘ-EGₙ-4VPₘ (see ESI, 1), with HPW. 4VPₘ-EGₙ-4VPₘ and POM were dissolved into N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) to obtain 10% (w/v) of triblock copolymer solution and 50% (w/v) of POM solutions, respectively. Hybrid organogels with different ratios of [H⁺]/[4VP] were obtained by addition of different amount of POM solution to 1 ml of triblock copolymer solution. In the experiments, HPW solutions were used immediately after dissolving HPW into DMF. After addition of the triblock copolymer solution into HPW solution, the mixture was stirred acutely on a Vortex mixer.
Rheological experiments. Rheological measurements were conducted on a TA DHR 3 rheometer with cone–plate geometry at 25 °C. A cone with a diameter of 40 mm and a tilt angle of 2° was used, and gap width was set to be 51 μm. A solvent trap was used to minimize the effect of evaporation. Frequency sweeps with an angular frequency from 0.1 to 600 rad s\(^{-1}\) were performed at a strain amplitude of 2.83 %. For accuracy, the results from 0.1 to 300 rad s\(^{-1}\) were used.

Photochromic behaviour. The photochromic behaviour was observed in an ELC-500 UV curing chamber with four 450 nm or 365 nm lamps.

Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). SAXS experiments were carried out at the Australian Synchrotron on the small/wide-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS/WAXS) beamline. All the samples were put into a flat plate sample holder, and the background correction was carried out by measuring the scattering of air and correcting for sample absorption. The X-ray wavelength used is 1.0332 Å, and the sample-to-detector distance is 3255 mm.

Results and discussion

Hybrid organogels formed in 10 to 30 seconds upon mixing 4VP\(_{36}\)-EG\(_{454}\)-4VP\(_{36}\) solution and HPW solution, and the formation of hybrid organogels was confirmed by tube-inversion method\(^{(19)}\) (ESI, Movie: hybrid organogel formation). 4VP\(_{36}\)-EG\(_{454}\)-4VP\(_{36}\)/HPW hybrid organogels prepared are transparent without visible heterogeneity, indicating that HPW is well-dispersed in the organogels. To our best knowledge, this is the first example of transparent hybrid organogels prepared from POMs and polymers. The 4VP\(_{36}\)-EG\(_{454}\)-4VP\(_{36}\)/HPW hybrid organogels are slightly yellowish.

DMF was selected as solvent for POMs since HPW has high solubility in it.\(^{(20)}\) and meanwhile, 4VP\(_{36}\)-EG\(_{454}\)-4VP\(_{36}\) is completely soluble in DMF. The strong interaction between P4VP blocks and POM was verified by the facts that insoluble P4VP/POM complexes formed when P4VP homopolymer and POMs solutions were mixed in DMF. Contrary to the instant precipitation of P4VP/POMs complex, no precipitate was formed when POMs solution was added to 4VP\(_{36}\)-EG\(_{454}\)-4VP\(_{36}\) solutions. This is because the PEG block is also highly soluble in DMF and when PEG block is long enough, it has the capability of avoiding precipitation of the P4VP/POMs complex.

The gelation behaviour of 4VP\(_{36}\)-EG\(_{454}\)-4VP\(_{36}\)/HPW is time-sensitive, and the organogel formation depends on the storage of POMs solutions. 4VP\(_{36}\)-EG\(_{454}\)-4VP\(_{36}\)/HPW hybrid organogels were prepared by mixing the triblock copolymer solution with fresh HPW solutions, while no hybrid organogels formed when stored for 2 days’ HPW solution was used. This interesting behaviour may result from the decomposition of DMF with strong acid.\(^{(21)}\) After decomposition, the formic acid and dimethylamine from DMF react competitively with triblock copolymer and HPW, respectively, and prevent the complex formation between the triblock copolymer and HPW. The triblock copolymers with different compositions, i.e. 4VP\(_{37}\)-EG\(_{327}\)-4VP\(_{37}\), and 4VP\(_{11}\)-EG\(_{454}\)-4VP\(_{11}\), were also employed to prepare hybrid organogels with HPW, but only white precipitates were obtained, displaying that macrophase separation happened.

Fig. 1 Dynamic moduli G’ (filled) and G” (hollow) of the 4VP\(_{36}\)-EG\(_{454}\)-4VP\(_{36}\)/HPW hybrid organogels with [H\(^+\)]/[4VP] = 1/10, 1/4, 1/3, 1/1 and 2/1 as a function of oscillatory shear frequency.

The formation of hybrid organogels was further confirmed by rheological measurements. Dynamic frequency sweep measurements of the hybrid organogels were carried out after mixing the 4VP\(_{36}\)-EG\(_{454}\)-4VP\(_{36}\) and HPW solutions in 30 seconds, and the results are plotted in Fig. 1. Fig. 1 shows that for the 4VP\(_{36}\)-EG\(_{454}\)-4VP\(_{36}\)/HPW hybrid organogels with [H\(^+\)]/[4VP] ratios of 1/10, 1/4 and 1/3, there is no crossover between the elastic modulus (G’) and viscous modulus (G’’) in the frequency range from 0.1 to 300 rad s\(^{-1}\), implying that the physical junctions in these hybrid organogels have a longer life-time than probed during the experiment. The G’ is always higher than the corresponding G’’, showing rubber-like behaviour over the frequency range. The results also show that both G’ and G’’ increase with the increase of [H\(^+\)]/[4VP], indicating the hybrid organogels become stronger and stronger. However, when the [H\(^+\)]/[4VP] ratio reaches to 1/1, G’ and G’’ decrease with a crossover at about 30 rad s\(^{-1}\), showing that the strength of the hybrid organogel is sensitive to rapid movement and the physical junctions in the hybrid organogel start to break at this critical frequency. Upon further increase of the [H\(^+\)]/[4VP] ratio to 2/1, the rubber behaviour is replaced by liquid-like behaviour.

The interaction between 4VP\(_{36}\)-EG\(_{454}\)-4VP\(_{36}\) and HPW was revealed by Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, and the results are given in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the intensity of carbon–nitrogen stretching vibration of unprotonated pyridine rings at 1598 cm\(^{-1}\) decreases with the addition of HPW. Meanwhile, a new absorption band appears at 1633 cm\(^{-1}\), which is the characteristic absorption of protonated pyridine rings on P4VP. The decrease in intensity of pyridine absorption and the appearance of new peaks can be attributed to the formation of pyridinium replacing pyridine.\(^{(22)}\) The result verifies that it is ionic interaction between 4VP\(_{36}\)-EG\(_{454}\)-4VP\(_{36}\) and HPW.
The structures of HPW in the hybrid organogels were also studied by FTIR and the results are shown in Fig. 2(b). HPW has four characteristic bands, which are the fingerprint of the Keggin structure.\textsuperscript{[23]} There are four kinds of oxygen atoms in HPW (O\textsubscript{a}, oxygen in the PO\textsubscript{4} tetrahedron; O\textsubscript{b}, corner sharing oxygen; O\textsubscript{c}, edge sharing oxygen; O\textsubscript{w}, terminal oxygen atom to W) giving rise to characteristic bands at \(v\textsubscript{as} (\text{P-O}_2)\) 1078 cm\(^{-1}\), \(v\textsubscript{as} (\text{W-O}_2)\) 891 cm\(^{-1}\), \(v\textsubscript{as} (\text{W-O}_4)\) 812 cm\(^{-1}\) and \(v\textsubscript{as} (\text{W-O}_6)\) 981 cm\(^{-1}\). The FTIR spectra of 4VP\textsubscript{36}/EG\textsubscript{454}/4VP\textsubscript{36} hybrid organogels are in agreement with a superposition of the spectra of parent HPW and 4VP\textsubscript{36}/EG\textsubscript{454}/4VP\textsubscript{36} triblock copolymer, suggesting that the Keggin structure stayed intact upon organogel formation.

The slight shift in wavenumbers observed for both W-O-W vibrations (corner and edge shared) is likely due to the anion-anion repulsion between oxygens of the neighbouring PW anions after HPW incorporated in the P4VP block. This shift in the frequencies further verified the existence of ionic interaction between 4VP\textsubscript{36}/EG\textsubscript{454}/4VP\textsubscript{36} and HPW.\textsuperscript{[23]}

To elicit the morphology of the hybrid organogels, small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements for all samples were performed at room temperature, and their profiles are shown in Fig. 3(a). As expected, no peak is observed for 4VP\textsubscript{36}/EG\textsubscript{454}/4VP\textsubscript{36} solution, indicating no microphase separation in the triblock copolymer solution. Well-defined peaks are observed for 4VP\textsubscript{36}/EG\textsubscript{454}/4VP\textsubscript{36} hybrid organogels, and \(q\) values are dependent on the \([\text{H}^+]/[4\text{VP}]\). The first peaks for hybrid organogels with \([\text{H}^+]/[4\text{VP}] = 1/6\) and 1/8 are narrower, implying more order structures in these two hybrid organogels.

Quantitative information on size and distribution of the spherical microdomains was obtained by fitting the SAXS experimental data to a spheres and shell model with a structure factor of hard spheres and a form factor of star polymers. Fig. 3(b) shows the fitting curves with a hard-sphere radius of 15.8 nm for \([\text{H}^+]/[4\text{VP}] = 1/5\). The cores originate from the solvophobic ionic complexes between the P4VP blocks of the 4VP\textsubscript{36}/EG\textsubscript{454}/4VP\textsubscript{36} and HPW. The middle PEG blocks of the triblock copolymer connect and stabilize the different cores to form a three dimensional networks.

The hybrid organogels turned blue upon exposure to X-ray, and it is believed that the photochromic behaviour of the hybrid organogels results from the photo reduction of tungsten.\textsuperscript{[17]} The results show that the photochromic properties of HPW are preserved in the hybrid organogels. The reduction effects of HPW on the morphology of the 4VP\textsubscript{36}/EG\textsubscript{454}/4VP\textsubscript{36} hybrid organogels were studied. The SAXS experiments showed that the hybrid organogel turned blue upon the exposure to X-ray as fast as in 0.1 seconds, and the SAXS data collected with exposure times from 0.1 to 30 seconds are shown in Fig. 3(b). It is noted that the shapes and positions of the peaks do not vary with the exposure time, indicating the structures of hybrid organogels remained unchanged at the nanometre scale during the photo-reduction process.

Fig. 4 Reversible photochromic behaviour of the hybrid organogels when irradiated with UV light.

It is interesting to find that both X-ray and UV light (at 450 or 365 nm) can induce the photochromic behaviour of the hybrid organogels. However, a longer exposure time (several seconds) is needed for UV light to turn the hybrid organogels blue. The photochromic time is quite shorter in comparison with organogels from surfactants and POMs reported by others.\textsuperscript{[17]} The colour faded when the hybrid organogels were exposed to air for about half a day, and the colour change is completely reversible (Fig. 4). Furthermore, the dark blue hybrid organogels were put in oxygen and nitrogen atmosphere, respectively, and the decolouration was faster in oxygen than in nitrogen.
Conclusions

In conclusion, we have established a novel approach for preparation of polyoxometalate-based hybrid organogels from a triblock copolymer through charge-induced assembly. As the structures of POMs in the hybrid organogels remain unchanged, it is expected that the properties of POMs can be preserved. Ionic interaction between POMs and polymers is quite common and hybrid organogel is a good platform for POMs processing. We believe this approach is generally applicable in the processing and applications of POMs materials.
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